
IN-STREAM:
The ad format most commonly connected to 
digital video and similar to a TV commercial 
viewing experience. It is often used synony-

mously with pre-roll, mid-roll, and post-roll.

Thank you for attending 3Ton30: Conquer Digital Video with Four  
Key Formats in 2016. In case you didn’t catch everything we covered  

— this sheet recaps the four primary video ad formats, including  
best practices for using each effectively. 

THE FOUR KEY FORMATS
OF DIGITAL VIDEO

Enables you to  
reach viewers while 
they’re already en-
gaged in watching 

video content

Similar to TV  
commercials, it’s the 
best format option  

for repurposing  
TV spots

Can include  
interactive elements  
to drive engagement 

with the brand/ 
message

Considered  
to be the most  
premium video  

ad format
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INTERSTITIAL:
Particularly popular in the mobile space, these 
units most frequently appear in-app and are served  
between app activities or game play. In desktop 
environments, they appear between page loads. 
Most often these units will have a countdown or 

the ability to skip after a few seconds.

High-impact 
placement that 

dominates 
a consumer's 

screen

Forces consumer 
to see the ad due 
to its disruptive 

nature

Engages viewers 
who choose to 

stick around and 
watch vs. close 

out or skip

Enables increased 
scale of pre-roll 

buys through 
DSPs and ad 

networks
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IN-STREAM & INTERSTITIAL

DID YOU 
KNOW

Facebook and Snapchat share 
14 billion video views per day! ? FLIP FOR

MORE!



IN-FEED:
Typically, the video ad will begin once a user scrolls 
to the placement within a web content feed on-
line or within a mobile device. This format is also  
commonly referred to as outstream, in-page,  
or in-article ad unit, depending on the publisher 

partner.

Typically offers  
larger player sizes  

than in-banner units  
but with similar scale  

opportunities

Many publishers  
offering this format  
type include player  
functionality that  
forces viewability

Contextually relevant 
placements can make 
these units feel more  
native to an editorial  

environment

Native ad experience  
within mobile/social  

platforms where users  
are typically scrolling 

through content
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FOR MORE INSIGHTS, CHECK OUT OUR BLOG  
AT WWW.CENTRO.NET/BLOG
QUESTIONS? EMAIL US AT INFO@CENTRO.NET

IN-BANNER:
Served in IAB standard display sizes on a web-

site, most commonly 300×250. 

Allows for greater  
video inventory 

scale

Pricing is more 
in line with static
banners or rich 
media formats

Ability to run 
long-form video 

ad lengths

Expandable options 
encourage 

engagement  
with the brand/

message
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www.centro.net
#3Ton30

IN-FEED & IN-BANNER


